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K E E P  A D VA N C I N G  W I T H  T H E  

Voluson S10 Expert 

Performance That Inspires Confidence 

GET AHEAD. 
Images that amaze
With our powerful Voluson Core Architecture, you will consistently experience 
exceptional imaging and penetration across a variety of exams, even the most 
challenging cases.

Radiantflow™️ delivers advanced  
color performance that provides  
a dynamic, 3D-like appearance  
to help identify even the  
smallest vessels.

Get the answers you need earlier  
than ever with our high resolution,  
high frequency C2-9-RS XDclear™️ 
probe for 1st trimester and  
detailed obstetric exams.

Move through your day with greater ease and  
efficiency. The S10 Expert is loaded with features 
to help simplify tasks and enhance productivity 
without ever compromising care.

Let Voluson’s Sono-Automation tools do the 
work for you. By automating calculations, you 
can save time, enhance consistency, and  
improve accuracy. 

You know how important 3D is in assessing 
uterine anomalies and pathology. With  
Uterine Trace you can now acquire a volume  
and display the coronal view in just a few  
simple steps.

Keep advancing with the powerful ultrasound system that 

puts you and your practice at the forefront of women’s health. 

Take another step forward with the Voluson S10 Expert, the 

smart investment that inspires confidence with fast, clear, 

and consistent imaging. Scan with more ease and accelerate 

your workflow supported by our industry-leading technology 

and advanced AI. And leverage Voluson’s entire ecosystem  

to go even further into the future.

To deliver the best care, it is essential to diagnose earlier and with greater confidence. The S10 Expert helps you tackle your most challenging cases with speed  
and accuracy. With exceptional imaging performance and advanced tools, scan your most difficult patients while keeping your busy schedule on track.

STAY AHEAD. 
Accelerate your workflow





Innovation That Takes You Further Partnership That Opens a World of Possibilities 

K E E P  A D VA N C I N G  W I T H  T H E  

Voluson S10 Expert

GET AHEAD. 
Expert capabilities made affordable
As your practice advances, you need a dynamic system 
that advances with you. The S10 Expert allows you 
to experience industry-leading technology migrated 
from our most progressive ultrasound platform at a 
more approachable price. 

Utilize SonoCNS, which harnesses the power of AI  
to reduce the complexity of evaluating the fetal brain. 
The system automatically orients the volume and 
displays the appropriate views and measurements, 
essential for diagnosing CNS malformations.

Move confidently into the future with industry-leading  
technology knowing that your system is engineered  
for growth and meant to continue evolving with  
new innovations.

STAY AHEAD. 
Leverage our entire ecosystem
The true value of owning an S10 Expert is access to everything  
Voluson. As your partner for secure image archiving, sharing, and 
reporting solutions, Voluson also provides flexible service support 
to keep your system secure and up to date. Plus, you can explore 
education and training opportunities to continue expanding  
your expertise.

Connect your system to InSite™️ to easily monitor asset management 
and system health while Probe Check keeps your probes operating  
at peak performance. Get all your questions answered with  
real-time clinical and technical support.

Enjoy membership in the Voluson Club, the only ultrasound  
community dedicated to the education and collaboration  
of women’s health providers.

Can help reduce keystrokes by 82%1

SonoCNS – an  
Edison AI Application
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1. All Comparisons documented in DOC2024410
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